SIB XL JET BLACK  
Product specification sheet

- ABS structure, for low vibrations and resonances.
- 5” Polyflex® bass cone. 4 layers voice-coil for dynamic bass. Magnetically shielded.
- Polyflex system for on wall or stand mounting. Vertical or horizontal use.
- Aerodynamic ports for reduced distortion and dynamic compression.
- OPC (Optimum Phase Crossover) for perfect staging.

**Type:** 2-way bass-reflex LCR speaker. Polyflex® wall bracket

**Drivers:**
- 2x5” (2x13cm) Polyflex mid-bass.
- OAL 3/4” (19mm) aluminum tweeter dome

**Frequency response (+/- 3dB):** 67Hz - 35kHz

**Low frequency point (-6dB):** 59Hz

**Sensitivity [2.83V/1m]:** 91dB

**Nom. impedance:** 8 ohms

**Crossover frequency:** 3500Hz

**Recommended amplifier power:** 15 - 150W

**Dimensions (HxWxD):** 19”x5”x4” (505x142x108mm)

**Net weight:** 8.8lbs [4kg]

**Sib XL was created to harmonize with flat panel Plasma and LCDs. Sib XL is delivered with the Polyflex® wall mount, which allows for vertical and horizontal installation. The stands Bop [short] and Hop [tall] are available as an option to make Sib XL a totally universal solution.**